Highly specific radioimmunoassay for human insulin based on immune exclusion of all insulin precursors.
We describe a rapid and simple insulin RIA in which proinsulin and conversion intermediates do not interfere. Three monoclonal antibodies (S1, S2, and S53) were selected for their specificity (directed, respectively, against the B10 region, the junction between A chain and C-peptide, and the junction between B chain and C-peptide), their affinity constant (approximately 10(10) L/mol), and their interactive properties in mixture. S2 and S53 were able to bind simultaneously to the same proinsulin molecule, whereas neither could bind simultaneously with S1. Preincubation of serum samples with an excess of S2 resulted in capture of proinsulin and conversion intermediates modified at the junction between B chain and C-peptide into immune complexes that no longer reacted with S1. Similarly, preincubation with S53 prevented proinsulin and conversion intermediates modified at the junction between A chain and C-peptide from reacting with S1. Preincubation with an excess of both S2 and S53 left insulin as the sole reactant with S1. Thus, separation of insulin precursors from insulin by mutually exclusive antibodies is feasible, and on the basis of this new principle, a highly specific RIA for insulin was designed. The detection limit was 11 pmol/L, and the inter- and intraassay coefficients of variation were 11% and 5%, respectively. The potential of the assay for use in clinical studies was verified by application to serum samples from control subjects and patients with diabetes or insulinoma.